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Abstract

Candidate Algorithms

Map-based visualizations – sometimes also called
projections – are a popular means for exploring music
collections. But how useful are they if the collection is not
static but grows over time? Ideally, a map that a user is
already familiar with should be altered as little as
possible and only as much as necessary to reflect the
changes of the underlying collection. This paper
demonstrates to what extent existing approaches are
able to incrementally integrate new songs into existing
maps and discusses their technical limitations. The
different algorithms are experimentally compared based
on objective quality measurements as well as in a
user study with an interactive user interface.

Multidimensional Scaling (MDS):
§ given a distance matrix, compute a map (embedding in R2) that preserve the distances as far as possible
§ not incremental: compute a new map and align by Procrustes Analysis

The Beatles Dataset
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Landmark MDS:
§ compute MDS for a landmark subset and place the remaining songs w.r.t. their distance to the landmarks
§ incremental: landmarks = initial collection
Growing Self-Organizing Map (GSOM):
§ clusters similar songs into cells of a 2d grid, neighboring cells have similar content
§ requires songs to be represented as feature vectors (here: vectorization through Landmark MDS)
§ incremental:
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Stochastic Neighbor Embedding (SNE):
§ try to preserve the probabilities of points being neighbors (visualization recall)
§ partly incremental: use current map as initial solution (random position for new songs)
Neighborhood Retrieval Visualizer (NeRV):
§ generalization of SNE considering both, visualization precision and recall
§ partly incremental: use current map as initial solution (random position for new songs)

Visualization Quality Measurements

User Study: Beatles History Explorer Memory Game

m. position change
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§ adding one album at a time to the collection
§ distance computed on 3 features (linear combination)
§ GMMs of MFCCs, fluctuation patterns, chord
frequency distribution (from annotations)
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visualization quality. MDS appears to offer a good compromise: The amount of change was lower than for the
other methods (except Landmark MDS) and it visibly decreased as the fraction of new songs became smaller. At
the same time, the recall and continuity value were comparable to NeRV. Only trustworthiness and precision were
about 10% below NeRV.
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4. USER STUDY

… and find them in this new map!
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In this section, we describe the design and results of a comparative user study as qualitative evaluation. In order to
reduce the effort for the participants, we only tested MDS,
11 steps x 3 algorithms
(MDS, GSOM, NeRV)
GSOM, and NeRV. Landmark MDS was not considered
because there is no observable change for existing songs
that could be evaluated and SNE because of its close relation to the superior NeRV method. The following research questions were addressed: How well can users folit yourself
at http://demos.dke-research.de/beatles-history-explorer/
low the changes when adding a new album,try
what
algorithm
do users prefer and why? The study was conducted using
the Beatles corpus and the same visualizations evaluated in
the quantitative
measurements described
in Section
3.
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Figure 1. Measurements of the visualization quality and
incremental position change. In the top four diagrams,
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produced
higher
values indicate
better visualization
whereas
small values of change are desired in the bottom diagram.
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MDS, they decreased
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A significant drop in precision could be observed when the
eighth album (“Sgt. Pepper’s Lonely Hearts Club Band”)

The user study was designed as follows: In a pre-interview,
we gathered the users’ demographic information, computer skills and their knowledge about The Beatles and
map-based visualizations. Then, a lab experiment with
within-participants design was performed, i.e., each participant viewed all three visualizations. We used a Latin
square design to reduce the bias caused by the order in
which participants were introduced to the different layout
algorithms, i.e., a third of the participants tested MDS first,
GSOM second and NeRV at last, whereas another third
evaluated the algorithms in the order GSOM-NeRV-MDS
and another third used the ordering NeRV-MDS-GSOM.
After a short trial period of free interactions, we asked all
participants
to
perform
a
memorization
task
in
the
form
of
the best measured performance whilst MDS
a game similar to thimblerig. At each step, starting with the
first album of The Beatles, three songs were highlighted
randomly for five seconds as shown in Figure 2. Shortly
after, participants were asked to track these songs during
the transition of the visualization to the next step. The task
was to find the previously highlighted songs in the updated
layout. There was no time limit. The number of errors
made by each user was recorded as a measurement for their
performance. Thus, for each algorithm, we gathered errors
made at each of the 11 (as we used 12 albums) steps. Af-

(α=0.05)

was favoured by 13 of 19 participants.
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